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ALTERNATIID CURRENr POLAROGRAPHY: DETERHINATION OF THE TRANSFER 

COEFFICIENI' OF ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESSES 

A!Bl'RAC'f 

The present paper 1s the .seaond produood as the re~t ot a critical imesti= 

gation Of tha methodology Of BoCo polarograpqy from tbe v!ewpo~t Of its eventual 

application to studying the nature or organic electli'Ode processes and the effects 

of' experimelltal conditions, and to organ1o ans4rsisa 

!he apparatus and ~c previously described for use in sinusoidal wave 

alternating current· polarography have been simpl7 modified to permit the dsterminac:o 

tion or the trans.f'er coefficients tor electrochemical reactionso The procedure 

de,eloped is a modification or that proposed by van Cakenberghe g ·which is based 

on u.eaS'llnrnleat. of the enn hermoDics of the alternating currento The improved 

procedure is sinple and rapid, and permits determizliltion or the transfer coefficient, 
. + . 

to a precision of about ~OoOl. or -OaCYlo The apparatus, operation and ·critical 

features are described in some .detaUo The proposed procedure was used to measure 

the transfer coef:tic1ent8 for the reduction of Cd(II) at the DoMoEo 1n varioua 

mediao A signiticant difference was observed betm6n the values in potassilDil 

chloride and sodium sulfate solutions; the Wllue in bjydrochloric acid solution .u 

midtlay betwen the other twoo No significent chauges in the transfer coefficient 

were apparent on var,yi.Dg the concemrationa ot Cd(II) or or background electro~. 

tbe temperature, or the amplitude and frequency or the superposed alternatiug 

potential. 

A manuscript abstracted f'rom this report wUl ba submitted to the jourzW., 

Analytical· Chemistrz, for consideration for publicationo 

Distribution lista five copies to Chicago Office of the. -
U. s. Atomic EDel"fJ1 Commission 

· .. ~ .. 
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ALTERNATINl CURRENl' POLAROGRAPH!': DEl'ERlUNATION OF THE TRAWFER 

CO~CIENr OF ELECTROCHEMICAL PRCCESSES 

Henry H" Bauer and Phi.1.1p J., ElYing 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Abstract 

The apparatus and technic previously described tor use 1n sinusoidal wave 

alternating current polarograph\1 have been simply modified to parmi t the deter-

miDation of the transfer eoeff~cients tor eleetro·chemical reactions. The procedure 

develoJ»ed is a modif'ication or that proposed by. van Cakenberghe, which is based 

on measurement ot the even hannoDics or the alternating current.. The improved 
~ . 

procedure is simple and rapid, and permits determination or the transfer coett1~ 

cient to a precision or about ~0 .. 01 or ~0.02.. The apparatus, operation and 

critical features are described in some detail. The proposed procedure was used 

to measure the transfer coa.ffic1.ents for the reduction or Cd(II) at the DoMoEo 

1n various media. A significant difference was observed between the values in 

potass1lDI1 chloride and sodium sulfate solutions; the value in eydrochloric acid 

solution is- midway between the other tw.. No significant changes in the transfer 

coefficient uere apparent on var,ying the concentrations or Cd(II) or or back .. 
I 

ground electrolyte,· the temperature, or the amplitude and frequency or the supero 

posed alternating J)Otentialo 

· Van Cakenberghe (_a) has shown mathematically, from the theory or absolute. 

reaction rates, that the alternating current, produced under polarographic 

conditions u, a_ result of a superposed alternating potential of small amplitude, 
V· I . 

~~ 
should conta1n;Jhai"mo131cs or the fundamental frequency. Furthermore, the even 

ha~onics should disappear at the point or s;yrnm.etry or the polarographic curve, 

ioe., at the S)'1111letry potential.. For a perfectly reversible reaction the latter 
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wuld occur at the half•wve potential, EJ..J .for other than a perfectly reversible 
a 

reactionp the point of disappearance of the even harmonics would: be at some other 
'--

potential.~~ ~. The potential dif'ference bett.reen Ei and Ez can be used to calculate 

the ratio of Cr/fla where c0 and CR represent the concentrations of the oxidized 

and reduced species in the electrode reaction 

0 + ne • R (1) 

at the ~otential Ez• provided that the potential ditference is not too .great, 

ioeo, does not exceed ea. Ool volto The transf'er coefficient can then be calculated 
. -

trom the ratio Co/Ca• 
The trawster coefficient, a, 1a defined as the coefficient of transformation 

ot electrical energy into energy of activation or, as it is usual~ described, 

as the fraction of the applied potential effective in the forward reaction; (1 ... a) 

is then obviously the fraction of the applied potential effective in the r<nerse 

reaction. Van Cakenberghe reported values of the transfer coefficient at the 

dropping mercur,y electrode (D.M.Eo) for the reduction of phenosofranine and of 

four metal ions [Cd(II)p Co(II)~ Mm(II), Pb(II)J no value could be determined for 

Co(II) UDder the experimental conditions used.] Despite the possibilities in

hererrt in this approach as a rapid method for determining trsnsfer coefficients, 

no other work with .the method bas been published since van Cakenberghe•e 19Sl 

paper. 

In a previous study ot. alternating current (a.c.) polarography employing 

a superposed sinusoidal alternating potential of millivoltage amplitude (2), it 
' -

was mentioned that the apparatus used could also be used to measure the transfer 

coefficient in the way suggested ·b.Y van Cakenberghe, by the incorporation of a 

suitable frequency filter. Such a filter has now been found. The present paper 

describes the apparatus and method developed, and reports results obtained for 
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the reduction at the DoMoE. of cadmium(II) in a variety of mediao 

APPARATUS SELmTION 

Van Cakenberghe (i) used a tuned amplifier to transmit selectively the second 

harmonic of the alternating current to the screen of a cathode ray oscUlographo 

The resulting current consisted, near the symmetry potential, of a very appreciable 

amount of tbe fundamental frequency as well as of the harmomcso Consequently, the 

potential of zero hanr.onics was determined by finding the potential . at llhich the 

current ( f\indamental frequency) displayed an undistorted sinusoidal formo 

In the apparatus previously described by the authors (!) for aoco polarogra~, 

a vacuum-tube 't'Oltmeter is used to measure accurately the magnitude of the altera

nating current. If .it were possible to obtain a frequency fllter which would pass 

a negligible amount or the main frequency compared to the harmonic, this VTVM could 

be used to measure the actual magnitude ot the harmonic current as a function ot 

the polarizing potential o In this way, the potential of zero harmonics could be 

estimated with more certainty_ than is involved in deciding whether or not a parti~ 

cular wavetom on the CRO is perfectly sinusoidal; this is particularly so a~. 

a DoMoEo does not produce a ateaqy trace on the screeno 

Furthermore, it seemed desirable for at least two reasons to obtain a fre

quency fUter ilbich could be readUy adjusted tor wrk at Yarious frequencies: 

(a) flexibility in the first instance in permitting the choice of a suitable 

frequency, which choice could be quite critical because of the frequency dependence 

of the faradaic and capacitative impedances, and {b) possibility of being able to 

investigate possible changes ot the measured transfer coefficient with frequenc,vo 

A filter satisfying the requirements outlined has been found in the combination in 

series of two "Selectojectn units (!)• The Selectoject is a circuit wbich can be 

used ei~her as a sharp amplifier or as a single frequenc.y rejection fUtero 

Freguenc;r FUtero T.w Selectoject units constructed in accordance with the 
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published circuit (1; Fig .. 1),~~ were placed between the first and second stages of -
the amplitier previously described, i .. e .. , bettreen s~d.toh s1 and tube V2 in Figure 

8 of reference 2.. These units are connected to the amplifier via a fo~position 
. -
switch, permitting the use of neither unit,~~ of either one separately, or of the 

two in series.. · 

other Electronic and Electrical Instrumentationo With the exception of the 

Selectoject units, the electronic instruments used were the same as those previouaq 

described (2); the Elecdropode was replaced by a regular potentiometer-galvanometer -
arrangement .. 

., 

A Leeds & lbrthrup No. 141023 potentiometer was used to supply the steadJ' 

d .. c .. polarizing potential~ Its scale is marked in one-mvo divisions. large enough 

to permit readinea to he made to 0 .. 2 mvo; the slide~re itself is sufficiently 

long to enable the polaN.zing potential to be chsnged by much srrialler fractions of' 

·a millivolto The Leeds &-Northrup Noo 2430D gaivanometer used had a~ internal 

resistance Of' 49) Ohms _and 8 period Of 3oJ S~CSo .Its crttical damping resistance 

or 23,000 ohms ~as effected by placing a 20,300~ohm resistor in series with an 

Ayrton shunt of 2000 ohms total resistsnceo The maximum sensitivity-of the galco 

. vanometer was. Oo46 fSo. full seale (10 em.) dene~ion .. 

DroepiDg Mel'cury El.eetrcdeo The ~pillary used ·uas Corning marine barometer 

tubing, 6 em. long, and had the following characteristics at •Oo6 Vo VSo SoCoEc -
in OS! potassium chloride solution at J! • 26 cm.r>s ! • 4o6 seco and l! • 2o)2 

mgo/sec .. · 
tain r!o 

~o A water-jacketed H-cell, mail)fd at 2~ except for the temperature varia"" 

tion runs, was used with· a saturated calomel reference electrode for the runs in 

chloride solution and with a saturat~d m~rcurous sulfate electrode for the runs . 

in s~fate solutiono 



EXPERIMEh'TAL PROCEtURE: CRITICAL FEATURES 

Use of the Frequensv; FU ter o I~ has been found to be more advantageous to 
. . 

use both Sel·ectoj_ects as selective amplifiers of the second harmOnic, rather then 

as narrow-band rejectors of the fundamental. frequency o The reason for this 1s 

that. in the latter case and un~er the conditions used in the present stuqy, 60-c.ycle 

stray current of magnitude equal to or greater than that ot the second harmonic 

is also passed by the til ters o !n the former approach, however, the secorid harmoD1c 

is amplified selectively with respect to the 6<>-cycle stray as well as with- respect 
. . ·.· 

to the fundamental frequency o 

Adjustment of the Frequengr Filtero The Selectojects are adjusted in the 

following maDDer: 

The polarographic _cell 1s replaced by a resistor of a few hundred ohmso The 

master switCh (Figo 1) is put in position .2, and. the ganged switch s1..s2 of Sel~c

toject Noo 1· is· put ·in the amplifier posi~.iono A potential of a few millivolts is 

applied across the resistor at a frequencr of 2F CoPoSo, where F CopoSo is the 

f~quency which is to be used in the exp~~ents o 

The amplification control ~l is put._ in an intermediate position; at one 

extreme setting, ·no amplification results,_ while t~ards the other extreme. the 

unit oscillates.- '!'be frequency control ~2-\3 is_ then adjusted untU there is_ 
-

a maximum current response on the output VTVM (K in Fig .. 2 of reference 2)o The 
. -

alternating~ut.lelis then switched off and the amplification control advanced 

until oscillation occurs, resulting in a large current reading on the VTVM; the 

control is then turned back until the current just _returns to zero. At this point, 

the Selectoject displays the maximum selective amplification. The setting of 

the frequency control !i,2-11_3 is then checked; it may need slight readjustment~ 

The adjustments outlined are highly critical and must be made very carefull..7 o 

With the master switch in position 3, the same adjustmeirts are now made to 

Selectoject Noo 2·o 



The sWitch ~s· then put in position 4 and the oscillator is set to deliver the 

desired frequenc,y or F c~p.so It is not sufficient for this purpose to use the 

calibrated scale on the oscUlatoro Conveniently, use can be made or the fact tbat 

some hamoD1cs are produced in the circuit itselta as a result or thisg the eurrent 

response through the Selectojects passes through a maximum not onJ¥ at a rrequellC7 

ot 2F c.p.so (B, Figo 2), but also through a small but usually easily discernible 

maximum at the frequency of F c.p.s. (A, Fig. 2)o The oscillator is set at the 

peak or the latter maximum •. 

The polarographic cell is now replaced in the circuit. 

Variation of the Harmonics Current as a Function of _:the Stead,y Potentialo 

Outside the potential range where a redox process occurs, the observed alternating 

current is due to the capacity or the double layer at the Do~f.Eo and contains no 

appreciable amowit or current due to harmomcs o In the potential region where a 

redox process occurs~' the faradaic alternating current is due to harmonics, as well 

as to the furidalliental frequency o These harmonics are at a minimum at some potential· 

in this range (i; Figs. 3 and 4)o The magnitude of the harmonics increases more 

than linearq with increasing amplitude of the alternating potential (Fig. 4)o· 

Qualitatively, this can be readily explained: for small arrrplitudes or the altero 

nat:ing potential the Current-potential characteristic, i.e., the doCo polarographic 

curve, simulates liDearity; with higher amplitudes the section of the curY8 

nscenuedn by the alternating potential becomes increasingly non-linear; the prom 

duction of harmonics is presumably due to the same factors as the non-linearity 

or the curve·• 

These facts are of great importance when measurements-are made to locate Ez 

with the apparatus describedo The adjustment or the frequency filter is so 

delicate that it is inadvisable to attempt to duplicate settings by dial calibration 

and reading; trial and error procedure, as described, is rapid and yields reproducible 
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resultso If the scatting is not the best possible one, results are obtained as 

shown in Figo 3: at low amplitudes of the alternat~g potential, the minimum of 

the hamonics is not very pronounced, since the current being measured contains a 

very appreciable mnount of the fundamental, and the magnitude of the latter reaches 

a maximum near the potential where the harmonics are at a minimum (Figo S)o At 

higher .amplitudes, the faradaic current contains a higher percentage of harmonics, 

since the latter increase more than linearly with ~mplitude while the fundamental 

increases only as tanh (nF AV
0
)21fr), ioeo, scme'tmat less than linearl7 (g)o 

Thus, the ·minimum of the harmonics current at Ez can be more accurate]¥ located 

at higher amplitudeso Further, since the actual value of ~ and Es (peak· of the 

total alternatillg current) are not exactly equal (Figo S), increasing the amplitude 

of the alternating potential results in a shift of the observed value of Ez uutU 

a 11m1ting value is reached at higher amplitudes {F1go 3)o However, even ·at ·ampli

tudes of the order ot 30 or 40 mvo, the minimum of the harmonics, Ez, can be · 

located to within a fraction of a millivolto . 

It the setting of the frequenc.y filter is the best obtainable, 'Ez can be 

located accurately even at amplitudes of the alternating potential of the order· 

of a tew millivolts, and does not detectebly change with changing amplitude (Figo 4)o 

'l'his is of practical importance; if the frequency filter setting is not qUite 

ideal, Ez can still. be accurately located by using alternating potential amplitudes 

of the order of 10 to 30 mvo, provided that one is in the range of amplitudes where 

Ez is constanto However, the use of high amplitudes can produce disturbances in 

the dropping ·of the capillary electrod$, Which must be avoided (~, lO)o 

Determination of the Transfer Coef'ficieat o In order to calculate the transfer 

coefficient, it is necessar.y to know the relative concentrations of the oxidized 

and reduced species at the electrode at ~o There are at least two possible ~s 

of achieving th1s1 



Van Cakenberghe me_aaured Ez _aceuratel~ and tried to measure Ei equally ae~ .. 

CUrate]Jr from the polarographic eurveo From the difference.\) Ei ... Ez» the ratio 

CofCR was calculate~ b,y the Nernst equationo It is apparent that th® latter·will: 

be justified only for reactions which are ideally reversibls~ 

A more ge~eralq valid method which was used in the· present study, is to 

measure the direct current~ izs at the potential Ez and, .by comparing thiS ·cun-ent·· 

with id tram_ the do co· ~larogram, to calcu.iate. t.he ratio CofCa directly f'l>om the 

~elation (er 0 z> 

. (2) 

In this ·procedure~ Ez and Et need not. ~1!. measured accurate]¥ o First the do Co· 

polarogram is plotted, and then the polarizing potential is adjUsted until· the 

alternating cunent f'lowing (due to the second harmonic} is at a Jid~ in the . 

t potential range where the reduction OOOUl"So The deflection 0£ the doCo galvanometer 
I 

at this. point then represents the 'desired current 1zo · Th~s latter method does 

not depend On tbe reversibility or the process, but only on the validity or 88.., 

swning diffusion control,· which can be ~adiq verified by measuring the variation 

or the lim1ting current with temperature or with drop...timao 

Knowing the ratio Co/ta~ the transfer coefficient can ~- calculated tram 

·the equation (2,) 

(3) 

which ·may be written as _foll<Mll. by setting p 111 Cof.Ca 

(4) 

Q10 

~, ,.. ,l 



TRA.l\SFER COEFFICIENT FOR CADr·U:UM REDUCTION 

The experimental procedure outlined was used to determine the transfer coef ... 

tic1ent for the reduction of Cd(II) at the DoMoEo in l\Ydrochloric acid, potassium 

chloride and SQdium sulfate solutions under various experimental conditions·o For 

the calculation of CofCa from equation ~. the values of the diffusion coefficients 

· -s 2 -1 < > us.ed were based OD Do 1!1 Oo 70 X 10 Cfllo seco in Ool ! KCl 2. J values ot Do 
in other electrolytes were calculated from the diffusion current. constants _observed 

in the· present work relative to the value found in Ool ! KCl (Table I); a value 

_or lo61 x 1o•S cmo 2seco ·l was used for DR (§.a mean of the five values quoted)o 

There is a possible uncertainty in using the l.atter valua uhich was obtained for 

a dropping amalgam electrode, for a DoMoE. 

Variation with .Amplitude or the Alternating Potentislo .Measurements could 
. .__ &Ei 

·not be made accurately with alternating potentials of amplitude less than CBo 2 -
mvo or greater than !!• 40 mvo Within this range~ there is no detectable ftriao 

tion in the magnitude of the transfer coefficient, ioeo, no change in Ezo 
Variation with Frequency of .the Alternating Potentialo At frequencies below 

ca. 100 CoPoSo, the Selectojects do not discriminate sufficiently to allow useful -
measurements to be mada. At frequencies above several hundred cycles, it was 

again not possible to observe a sharp minimum of the harmonics current; this 

limiting frequency ws higher, the greater the concentratiOn of the reducible 

specieso The d1.fticulty at these higher frequencies resides not 1n the .frequency 

f'Uter, but in the electrochemical system itself o At hl:gher frequencies, the major 

part ot the Olll'l'ent is not faradaic but capacitative, and consequentq the harmomca 

ot the faradaic current become a smaller and smaller fraction or the total curreDto 

As a result, the current passed b.Y the .filters contains an increasing amount of 

the fundamental freq'lleney, and the minimum of the hamonies cannot be accurateq · 

locatedo 
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_.-.Thus, the::mest useful measurements were possible only in a limited trequeDC)" . 

range, within which there was no detectable variation of the transfer coefficient 

with frequenc.y·(Table II)o 

:·.Variation with Temperatureo f.b signific~t variation was observed in the 

transfer c-oefficient 1n the temperature range of 1i• to 4)°Co (Table III)o 

· Variation .with Concentrationo Over a ten-fold Cd(II) range concentration 
.--m~· -- ·- s%:~ 

ill various media the"' was no significant change in the value of ~he transfer co-

efficient (Table IV)o 
\" . . 

Variation .with ~ature a_nd Concentrat:\,_Ql1 oftBas~~~ect~.!l;t_!)o '!'here was no 
: . 

significant variation in the magnitude of the transfer coefficient with change 

in conc;entration of the background electrolyte, for potassium chloride and sodium 

sulfat~ solutionso However, there was a definite difference between the values 
. .· 

found iri C?hloride and. in sulfa~e (Table V) o In potassium chloride,· the transfer 

coefficient· was Oo!,4 .;t~ Oo4); in sodium sulfato, Oe37 to Oo38; and in qydrochloric 

acid, Oola.o The probable error in these values is about Oo02, as far as the 

reproducibilit.Y of the measurements is concernedo 

The uncertaiixty. ln\the values of the diffusion coafficients· used introduces a 

further possi}J.le inaccuracy~ HoW'Ver, the possible variations in. the values of . . . . . ~ 

'I • _. . .. 
D0 will not be great, judging from Vli!lue~ currently' used 1n the literatureo The 

due to this uncertainty · . · 
errort11n the transfel" c6effic1ents calculated in the present study will not be 

greater than 0.01. Accorciingl.y, the dif"f'erence betWeen the values found in 

potassium chloride and in sodium. sulfate is almost certainly a significant one, 
. . . 

whereas that· between potassium chloride and qdrochloric acid solutions, holleverg 

may not be signiticant o 

APPLICABILITY AND LOOTATIONS 

The method proposed by van Cakenber~he (_a) for the determi.natio·n· of' ih'€ 

transfer coefficient for an electrochemical reaction by means of measurement of 
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. produeed as a result of a · · 
- . . superposed alternating potential 

the ·harmon1cs or a superposed al tern:Jting cu:rr~nt~as bee-n thoroughly investigated 

aDd 1mprovedo An apparotus is described which can be used to measure the absolute·. 

magnitude or the harmonics, rather than only to locate 'the potential or minimum 

harmonicso ~ tecbn1que described permits the latter potential to be read1~ 

located "to tractions or a millivolto 

Calculation of the transfer coefficient from the experimental results re• 

quires knowledge of the diffusion coefficients ot the oxidized and reduced species~ 

Howev_,r, an error in these values does not produce an appreciable error in the 

magrd.tude of the transfer coefficient, si~e these quantities enter the calCula

tion onq as the square root of. their rctio .. 

The. method has been applied to the study of Cd(II) in various . mediao A 

signU'icant -differenCe has been observed between the values of the transfer eo• 

efficient 1n potassi'W!l chloride solution, and those in sodium sulfate solutiono · 

No significant ehange·s in the transfer coefficient could be obServed With amplitude 

ot the alternating potential, with frequency, wit~ temperature, vlth changing· 

concentration of the reducible . species, or, tdth: cha~ concentration of the 

background electrolyteo 
. ' 

Unfortunately 1 entirely adequate data is not available for comparing the 

transfer coefficients determin~d in the ~esent stuqy with th~ results or other 

approacheso Van Cakenbe~ghe (S) reported· a· to be Oo50 for Cd(II) reduction at the 
. - . 

'D-.M.E. eleetrode f'i.~ Ool ! potassiulft ehl.o~da solution; .. a value of Oob4 was 
,; . 

found· in the present study for a similar s.ituationo Geriseher (§) who emplOyed 

electro~sis ·with supe!"'l.mp(,sed alternating potential found a transfer coefficient 
' . 

ot Ool7' ! Oo02 £or Cd(II) reduction at a h~nging drop cadmi~ _ amal~am electrode 

from OoS! sQ,~~~~~~fate. solut.~nJ &rziM and Delahay (j). using potfmtial.-time 
:' ........ -.:.. ..... · 

curves, to~--~ to~· siim.ar condi~o~ b~~t'f1<f·l!l~Na2s<\ solution to be Oo2l or 
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Oo23g d®panding on thre method of computation enploy~do Trfi'lns.f~r coeff'iciem~ 

found in the presel;lt stuqy for Cd(II) !reduction at th~a Do!·toEo aN Oo.38 and. Oo.3? 
. . . 

for·OoS.! and loO! ma
2
s<t solutionsg respectivalyo It is apparent th!!t futUN 

wox:k w1 th the method desCribed in the present paper ~hould includ® ths imrestic:o .. 
. . . 

gation or Cd(IX) solutions employing cadnd:um tlll'll21gsm eleetrodaso 
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Tabl.e Io Diffusion Coefficient·~ of Cd(II) .in Vsrl~ua Media at 2S°Co . . 

Basa Diffusion Diffusion &\ 

Solution Current Constant Coefficient. 
r{; 2 col l cmo seeo 

loO. M KCl .3o90 Oo84 -
O.oS! KCl 3o77 Oo77 

Ool M ltcl - JoS6 Oo?Ob 

OoS M HCl - )o73 Oo77 

loO ! Na2sau. 2o43 Oo)) 

o.;! Na2s~ 2o72 Oo4l 

relative to the value in Ool M KCl 
CD 

'bvele taken from l:i.teratUN (9) ..... 
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Table IIo Transfer Coefficient of Cd( II) as a Function of Frequency in 

Various Media at 25°C., 

Transf'elr Number ol 
System Studied Frequency Coefficient Detnso · 

CoPoSo 

9o28 x 10~ H Cd(II) l.OO Oo.37 2 
.;; ' . C» 

in loO ,! Na2s<\ 200 Oo37 1 

. 3$0 Oa38 3 
soo OoJ9 1· 

7SO 0 .. 3S 1 

lo86 ~ 10=4 M Cd(II) 200 0.,)6 1 - . 

in loO !'! Na2S~ 350 . 0·36' 1 .0 

SaO. 0~;31 2 

ho64 X 10c4 ~-Cd(II) 
. - 100 0.,41 1 

1n ooS ! m~sau 200 oi>38 2 

.3SO 0 .. .38 3 
sao Oo39 2 

. 6SO Oo38 1 

.3o7 x 10~ "Cd(II) 100 Oo.38 2 .... 
in OaS JII HCl - 200 0 .. 42 .3 

.3.$0 o .. u . s 
lo~ x lO=h M Cd(II) 

. - 100- Oo.41 2 

in OoS M BCi 200 - Oo)9 .3 
,3SO 0 .. 43 1 

9oSS x io4 M Cd(II) ·100 Oo4S .1 '· 
' . -

in loO! K¢.1 200 Oo46 ·. .1 

.3)0 0.,4? 1 

soo Ooh6 1 
700 Oo47 1 

-.,_ largest spread in aqr set ot replicate determinations of the 
traDSfer coefficient- was Oo04. The lll8%tmum de"dation of e~ in-
dividual result in a -set from the me~n for that set ns Oo02o 

:, 
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. -Table III. Variation. of Transfer Coef'fir.d.ent of Cd(II) V.Iith Temperature• 

Temperature 

oc 
11 

2S 

4S 

Transfer.· 
Coefficieni; 

Number of 
Detnmo. 

2 

3 

2 

&.rhe. d&ta were obtained at )SO c.p.s. for Oo9SS x lOch M Cd(II) . c= 

1D OoS ! KCl solution 

Table IVo Variation of Transfer Coefficient of Cd(II) 
with Concerrlirati.on at 25"Co 

Bass CadmilD Trans.f®l" Number ot 
Solution Concn. Coefficient Detnso 

1cf M 

0.5!! KCl 9o5S Oo46 3 

4.78 o.4S 2 

0.955 0.44 5 

1.0! Na2S<\ 9.28 0.37 8 

3o72 Oo33 1 

1.86 0.3?. 4 

0.5 M HCl - 3o7 Oo4l 10 

1o2 0.40 6 

798 017 
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' 
Table Vo Transfer Coeff1cieA'it of Cd(II) in Various Media at 2s·· 

Base Trans .fer rlumber ot 
Solution Coef.f'1c1eilt Dl!tns. 

0,.1 M KCl OolJ4 s ... 
O.S M KCl - o.,4S 10 

1.0 M KCl Oo4S 3 -
O.S M HCl 

.-:.--
Oo4J. 16 

OS !! Na2SC\ Oo38 2 

1.0 l! Na2S<\ 0 .. 37 13 

7.98 018 
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Bausr and ElV!Dg CD Altemat:i.ng C~m Poiarography8 Dete~tion oi the Transtv 

Coefficient of Electrochemical Proceaass 

Figm.e Capt,i~~ . 

Figu:N lo Frequency fUter., The ttm Seleetoject units are identical., Current 

. requirements mre ca~ h Malo for eaCh unlto The lSO=volt +B iu o})... 
. • a::a:.aD • • . 

tained from tha 400-To pewr. su~ply ·by" use or a Vli.- 150 ·and a dl"opping 

resistor or CSo 27 K 0 MUster switch positions g . 1 ... f'requeney" fUtw 
~ . ' . 

sho~edj 2 ... Seleetojact 1\b_o 1 operating; 3 - Selectoject· No., -2 

operati.Dg) 4 c:.. both Seleetojeets operating_ in serie~ao Selactoject 

cirCUits· 

. 0.,01 ~ 

0.,1 
0.,1 

0.002 

0.,0!) 

').68 

O.,C)()Q2 

Oo002 
1M ohm' 

·Ru 
Rr2 
li.3 

sao J>Otd 
s·~~

s'If 
~ 120 X 
v
1 11 v 2 12AX7 

s
1

...s
2 

DPDr ganged 

positions (l ... Selective amputierJ 

2 a Rejection fil~) 

G bL · · El.Gtctrolytic condenser. . ' ·fllatehad paim of resiatomo 

~queney control: (carbon poientioMCter with Ssl v~nier di&l)., 
8

Amplitication control (gauged carbon potentiometers ~i.lth S:l 
vemier dial).. · . . 

Figure 2. Current passed b,y frequency £1ltero0 as a fUnction of fioequenc,y, with 

the til.ter aet to amplif;y selectively at a frequency- (It 2F CoPeBo 

Figure 3. Selectojects ~rteetly adjusted (solution or 9oS'S x. 10-4M Cd(II) in 
. -

!! KCl) o · Curves drawn on ditf~rent, arbitrary scales to. shov relatiw 

ase of location of the minimumo Arrpll tude or alternating potenti.al 

798 019 



18 
across the calls (A) 2 mv~J (B) 5 mwo; (C) 15 mVoj (D) 30 tmro· 

Figure 4. Selectojects properly adjusted (solution of Oo95S x. lOch M Cd(II) 1D .... 
OoS !;! ICl)o .4mPlitude or alternating potenti&la (A) 2 mvo J (B) S 1119'o 

. . 

Figure So 'rot& alternating clll"lt'"ent and harmomes _current as a fwlction of stead,r 

applled potential (solution or lo2 X 10.-.4 !! Cd(II) in ODS!! Hcl)o 

Superposed alternating potential or s MV'o mnplltudG across the cell 

at a frequency Of 200 CDpoSo Co.nti.DUOUS line represents the 8oCo 

polarogxoam, 1oeo_p the total alternating current flowingo Dashed lim 

represents the ha~onics pl"esent in the alternating current9 measured 

by use of the f'requency tiltero The difference between E
8 

and Ez 18 

less than S mv o 

798 czo 
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of amplifier+ -

FIGURE I + Second stage 
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FIGURE 5 
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